“ Your Preferred Solutions Partner ”

Technolog y

With solid platform and having a complete product portfolio
with global partnership, Richmatt Solutions is optimistic in
delivering a customised solutions in the Media lines
specifically in Editorial & Advertising and Audience
Management System; Newspaper Printing Press Technology;
Post-Press Direct Mailroom Handling, Distribution &
Palletising; and other specialised Industrial Printing Solutions.

for multimedia

business

SUN MEDIA - DIGITAL NEWSROOM SOLUTION

“MILENIUM Cross
Media offers the news
company an open and
modular platform,
which covers the
backbone of its
business:
Management
and Production
of Advertising,
Multimedia
and Multichannel
Newsroom,
Management of
Circulation and
Subscriptions,
Knowledge and
Interaction with
Audiences”

Richmatt Solutions in partnership with ProtecMedia, has carried
out The Milenium Cross Media project for our respective client
Sun Media Corporation Sdn Bhd for the replacement of its editorial
production system.
The Milenium Cross Media solutions facilitates an open environment,
modular and integrated to the management and production of
advertising and editorial content. The Milenium suite facilitates
the management, organization, design, editing and production of
editorial content, without limits.
Its main features include:
• Management and publication of print products from PC .
• Integration into the editorial workflow for multimedia content:
videos, audios, flash...
• Editing and publication, from the same user interface, of content
to multiple channels - Print Publishing.
• WEBCMS. Editorial production and publication of contents on
the Web
• Management of concurrent users.
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NSTP - PIONEERS CIRCULATION AND
DISTRIBUTION LOGISTIC

CY

CMY

K

This innovative solution helps to achieve maximum efficacy and profitability in the
distribution of editorial products.
In a single application, SHIPO offers all processes required to manage the
circulation plan in a coordinated manner with the other departments in the
editorial company, as well as with external agents that are involved in the process.
Through a single interface for all users, SHIPO ensures that a company’s work
is done in a simple and consistent manner.

THE INNOVATIVE SHIPO SOLUTION FOR CIRCULATION

The Malaysian publishing group The New Straits Times Press (NSTP) sets in motion SHIPO solution for the global management of their circulation, subscriptions,
and finances for all its publications by implementing Protecmedia’s new SHIPO solution.
The global management of Circulation, Subscriptions and Administration-Finances offers significant advantages such as cost and time savings in the logistical
management of distribution and, above all, the ability to analyse in real time key data required to follow the business. Thus, all the logistics and financial events
related to a distributor or a specific individual may be analysed from a single window.
NSTP with publications such as New Straits Times, New Sunday Times, Berita Harian, Berita Harian Ahad, Harian Metro and Metro Ahad, possesses a
complex logistical network at the national level composed of a few print centres and autonomous offices with the headquarters in Kuala Lumpur to manage
the various delivery routes.
Integration of the mailroom system allows circulation figures to be optimised for each issue, and packaging and bundle assignment tailored to each route.
Subscriptions and issues or special supplements for teaching centres are also managed through the same channels. The system integrates parties including
vendors, agents, direct clients, and transport contractors into a defined business model, providing NSTP with an assessment of the weight and relevance of
each item and handling all elements of daily logistics management such as vehicles, control of schedules, payments to drivers and subscription packages.
Project was successfully implemented by a multidisciplinary team, composed of specialists from the NSTP media, Protecmedia the international developer of
the SHIPO solution, and their official partner in South East Asia, Richmatt Solutions.
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Editor’s Note

ASEAN NETWORK
OF PRINTERS

Farouq - ANP Editor

T

he year 2020 marked the tenth year of Asean
Newspaper Printer (fondly referred to as ANP)
establishment as a non-profit organisation for
newspaper production professionals in the SouthEast Asia region. It is a chance to celebrate and also
a cause for reflection, a pause to look back at where
the non-profit organisation first began, how it grew,
and where it is headed.
The Tenth Anniversary Book of ANP is an
excellent way to celebrate a great milestone and
memorialize the event in print so that you may
look back upon it whenever you please. With it,
we want to tell the story of how a small non-profit
organisation/company grew over the years, which
is the story of its people—the founders, partners,
members, colleagues, customers, and clients—and
recollection of the events that shaped them.
The idea to publish this book came at the
right timing – to commemorate the 10th anniversary
of ANP’s establishment; at a time when ANP is
positioning itself as Asean Network of Printers;
and also during a COVID-19 pandemic crisis when
overseas travelling is restricted. And since the annual
delegates conference is cancelled for this year until
further notice, the need this book becomes more
evident.
To commemorate the successful of 10 years,
the content of the 64 pages book of text and photos,
captures the organisation’s vision and mission,
sharing of the history of establishment, listing of
the organisation’s committee and past volunteers,
exhibiting conference milestones and great
moments in appreciation of all our valued members
and partners who has supported our annual events.

It is of my great pleasure to have the honour
to work on this anniversary book and it is hoped that
the book will bring value to all our members and
partners in the future. The book is made available
in print format to members and partners registered
with ANP 2019 and for any enquiries, feel free to
communicate with the ANP Secretary General or any
committee members.
I would like to thank all the committee
members, contributors and sponsors who have
contributed their ideas, effort and who have
sponsored the production of this book. Our sincere
apologies for any errors in the process. Enjoy the
book.

Yours truly,
Farouq
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Chairman’s Address

ASEAN NETWORK
OF PRINTERS

Thanh Son - ANP Chairman

G

reetings to all ANP Partners and Members, we
hope and pray that all of you are keeping safe
and healthy and continue to strive to survive
the COVID-19 pandemic crisis that impacted our daily
lives this year, and we pray hard for the likelihood of a
better situation in the near future. With the opening
remarks, we wish to give you some updates on ANP.
First and foremost, we are proud to announce
that this year ANP (Asean Newspaper Printer)
celebrates its 10th year anniversary as a non-profit
organisation by and for the newspaper industry
professionals of the South East Asian region. We
have come a long way since its establishment in 2010
with a few ASEAN country representatives in the
first few years right until ANP 2019 where we had all
the 10 ASEAN member countries representation for
the newspaper publishing and printing companies.
Secondly, due to the COVID-19, we are
cancelling the ANP conference this year as the
restriction of overseas travelling and large social
group gathering would affect the conference
participation. As you may know ANP’s annual activity
is the ANP conference, where newspaper industry
professionals in this region can network with
suppliers/vendors whereby they can gain technical
expertise and knowledge, sharing ideas, exchange
problem-solving experiences and getting updates on
technological advancement. One of the main topic
discussed over the years are the downward trend
of newspaper print circulation and lower advertising
revenue for print media and the change in consumer
behaviour has directly impacted the sustainability of
the newspaper printers industry.

Thirdly, on the behalf of the ANP Board,
we would like to announce that we have come
to a decision that is timely to rename ASEAN
NEWSPAPER PRINTERS (ANP) to better symbolise
and represent the larger print community. Hence
it has been announced in the ANP website that
effective 28th April 2020, ASEAN NEWSPAPER
PRINTERS LTD., the non-profit organisation for
ASEAN newspaper printers community, will expand
its coverage to outside newspaper and be known
as ASEAN NETWORK OF PRINTERS LTD., whilst still
maintaining the acronym ANP.
Finally, we would like to present to you with
ANP’s 10th Anniversary Book which commemorates
our 10 years of establishment. It exhibits some
clean write-up of the organisation and its historical
moments and entertains you with memorable photos
and latest industry information. This is a way for us
to show our gratitude and utmost appreciation for
the continuous support from our community. And
we shall distribute the book for free to our valued
partners and members. Hope you enjoy the book.
We sincerely hope that your esteemed
organisation will thrive during this period next year
and feel free to get in touch with us and share your
success.
See you next year.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely,
Thanh Son
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Introduction

Mr.Anthony Cheng giving his welcome speech during the opening
ceremony of 2011 ANP Conference @ Surabaya, Indonesia

T

he Asean Newspaper Printers or better
known with its acronym “ANP” is a nonprofit organisation for the people and by the
people of the newspaper industry the newspaper
industry community. ANP was established in 2010
and officially registered on the 28th April 2011 with
the Accounting Regulatory Authority (ACRA) of
Singapore.
ANP aims to promote the advancement of
knowledge and skill levels of the newspaper industry
professionals in South East Asia. The group was
formed for the people and by the people of the
newspaper industry, and relies on the dedication,
commitment, time and support of the newspaper
industry community.
Since ANP 2019, ANP has gathered more
than 30 corporate members from the 10 ASEAN
nations – Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Laos, Vietnam and
Myanmar. We hope to continue to grow this family.
A side note about ASEAN is mentioned at the end of
the introduction.
In retrospect, the formation of ANP and
over the past years could be represented by a
picture of the sea with its waves and with the sun
at the horizon. The choice of the turbulent waves
represents somewhat of the turmoil that such
organization during the formative, and even in the
future, years that it will experience.
The sun – a vision and reflections in the waves
together illustrates the need to maintain the
common vision and collaboration that is needed to

form the beauty of the result that the ANP was set
out for. And as with the waves in the seas, it is hoped
that there will continually be the efforts and support
from the people of the newspaper and publishing
community to constantly maintain this organisation.
The conference program would usually be
conducted over the course of 2-3 days in a good
venue such as a 5-star hotel starting with a golf
competition, welcoming dinner for networking
and followed by a full blown conference in a good
professional ambience. It is attended by a mixture of
newspaper publishers, engineers, printer specialists
and representatives of the equipment, product and
service providers to this industry. The conference
would discuss a wide range of topics from technical
presentations, business updates, problems and
solutions, and life sharing. Depending on the theme
of the conference and participants, there would also
be some separate breakouts discussion or workshop
running concurrently where participants can choose
based on the interest and interactive needs. Besides
that there are plenty of networking opportunities
especially during breaks and our value partners have
the option to set up their own display booth outside
at their convenience.
After a long day in the conference, a printing
plant tour will be conducted with our local co-host
at their nearest facilities and this is usually included
with dinner and cultural performance. We found
that the formula works well for both partners’ and
members’ benefit and it is proven by the continuous
overwhelming support that we receive each

9
2019 - ANP Bangkok, Thailand

2016 - ANP Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
year. Kudos to the ANP committee for the great
commitment and voluntary effort in organising the
event.
The committee members are currently
from the publishing companies and volunteer their
time to engage with, facilitate and organize the
activities for the publishing community through this
organisation. To be a board member, one must be
a current employment with an existing newspaper
printing and publishing company, to ensure that any
decision made for the organisation remains relevant
to the vision and aspiration of ANP and we hope to
continue to grow the team in future.
The committee of ANP hopes for the
continued support and understanding of all in the
corporate members, partners, newspaper publishing
and printing community and ecosystem, as we
continue to build the organisation and strive into the
future
In recent years, we have seen a growing
number of newspaper publishers and publishers in
ASEAN region that have expanded their businesses

into other non-newspaper printing such as
commercial printing and packaging. In their effort to
cut down their cost by reducing monthly overheads,
some publishers have also decided to close down
their printing facilities and outsource their printing
to a local printing partner.
Therefore the decision as mentioned
by Chairman that it is timely to rename ASEAN
NEWSPAPER PRINTERS (ANP) to better symbolise
and represent the larger print community.
It was announced on the ANP website www.
aseanprinters.org that effective 28th April 2020,
ASEAN NEWSPAPER PRINTERS LTD., the nonprofit organisation for ASEAN newspaper printers
community, will expand its coverage to outside
newspaper and be known as ASEAN NETWORK OF
PRINTERS LTD., whilst still maintaining the acronym
ANP.
If you would like to get involved with the
committee and assist in the activities, please contact
a member of the committee.
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ASEAN

Fun Fact : What is ASEAN ?

B

ased on the information on ASEAN website, The Association of Southeast Asian Nations, or ASEAN,
was established on 8 August 1967 in Bangkok, Thailand, with the signing of the ASEAN Declaration
(Bangkok Declaration) by the Founding Fathers of ASEAN, namely Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore and Thailand. This is followed by Brunei Darussalam who joined on 7 January 1984, Vietnam on
28 July 1995, Lao PDR and Myanmar on 23 July 1997, and Cambodia on 30 April 1999, thus completing the
ten Member States of ASEAN.
ASEAN aims
●
•
To promote regional peace and stability;
●
•
To promote active collaboration and mutual assistance on matters of common
interest in the economic, social, cultural, technical, scientific and administrative fields;
●
• To provide assistance to each other in the form of training and research facilities in
the educational, professional, technical and administrative spheres;
●
•
To collaborate more effectively for the greater utilisation of their agriculture
and industries, the expansion of their trade, including the study of the problems
of international commodity trade, the improvement of their transportation and
communications facilities and the raising of the living standards of their peoples;
●
•
To maintain close and beneficial cooperation with existing international and regional
organisations with similar aims and purposes, and explore all avenues for even closer
cooperation among them selves.

Brunei,
Bandar Seri Begawan

Cambodia,
Phnom Penh

Indonesia,
Jakarta

Laos,
Vientiane

Myanmar,
Naypyidaw

Philippines,
Manila

Singapore

Thailand,
Bangkok

Source: countryflags.com, asean.org

Malaysia,
Kuala Lumpur

Vietnam,
Hanoi

ANP Founding Members
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From left: Mohammed Hassan, Anthony Cheng, Aszman Kasmani, Jimmy Oo, Farouq Affandi

T

he seed of ANP was founded by 5 gentlemen who are the newspaper production heads from 4 major
newspaper companies in Malaysia and Singapore, namely SPH, NSTP, TheStar and Utusan. With the
spirit of comradeship founding members were newspaper employees who had volunteered their time,
energy and mind.
●
●
●
●
●

Anthony Cheng, Singapore Press Holdings (Chairman)
Jimmy Oo Ewe Kiat, Singapore Press Holdings (General Secretary)
Farouq Affandi Mamat, Utusan Melayu (M) Bhd (Asst General Secretary)
Mohammed Hassan Mohd, Star Media Group (M) Bhd (Treasurer)
Aszman Hj Kasmani, The New Straits Times Press (M) Bhd (Asst Treasurer)

All of the five founders were registered as directors and members of ANP in Singapore Accounting and
Corporate Regulatory Authority or ACRA.
For the first event under ANP, few more volunteers were involved in contributing to the first ANP
conference success held in Surabaya in 2011 with Temprina Jawapos as the local co-host .
●
●
●

KS Ng, manroland web
Misbahul Huda, Temprina Jawapos
Akhmad Junaidi, Temprina Jawapos

Since then, along the years, the ANP Board of Directors has included few more participation from other
ASEAN member countries to join as directors and committee members. It is important for the appointed
board are working for a printing and/or publishing company.
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ANP’s Sponsor

2015 - ANP Bangkok, Thailand

Mr. Peter Kirwan giving his speech
during 2014 ANP Conference @ Manila, Philippines

Mr. Peter Kirwan & Farouq Affandi @ 2019 - ANP Bangkok, Thailand
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Congratulations to ANP on their
contribution to the newspaper
industry over the last 10 years

During the same period, GGSC proudly shipped presses to
over 50 countries including Malaysia, Vietnam, Indonesia,
Thailand, Brunei, Philippines, Laos and Myanmar

Goss Graphic Systems (China) Co.,Ltd
www.goss-china.com
sales@goss-china.com
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Organisation Chart

T

he ANP organisation is run in a learn structure with committee members and office bearers are elected
through official annual general meetings. It is our policy stated in our M&A that the committee members
should be an existing employee of a newspaper publishing and printing companies prior to joining as
volunteers. Therefore, since the very beginning, the ANP board continues to promote the importance of
direct involvement of executives from other newspaper publishing and printing professionals in the ASEAN
member countries in the spirit of volunteerism and common goal to improve the industry. We are very
fortunate to have received the great support and guidance from the following names, who have made the
organisation to what it is today.
Chairman
2010-2012 : 		

Anthony Cheng from SPH, Singapore

2013-2014 : 		

Mohd Hassan Mohd Ali from TheStar, Malaysia

2015-2016 : 		

Andy Budiman from PT Gramedia, Indonesia

2017-2019 : 		

Goh Yew Soong from SPH, Singapore

2020-present :

Nguyen Thanh Son from Tuoi Tre, Vietnam

Deputy Chairman
2015-2016 : 		

Sim Yong Liang from United Borneo Press, Malaysia

2017-2019 : 		

Nguyen Thanh Son from Tuoi Tre, Vietnam

General Secretary
2010-2012 : 		

Jimmy Oo Ewe Kiat from SPH, Singapore

2013-2016 : 		

Farouq Affandi Mamat from Utusan Group, Malaysia

2017-present :

Khairul Nizam Yaakob from Star Media Group, Malaysia

Current Committee
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From left: Goh YS, Tirapong, Thanh Son, Khairul Nizam, Hari Susanto, Johnny Maung, Farouq Affandi,
Sim YL, Henry M Santos
Treasurer
2010-2012 : 			

Mohd Hassan Mohd Ali from Star Media Group, Malaysia

2013-2014 : 			

Aszman Hj Kasmani from NSTP, Malaysia

2015-2016 : 			

Goh Yew Soong from SPH, Singapore

2017 : 				

Sim Yong Liang from United Borneo Press, Malaysia

2018 - current : 		

Hari Susanto Surjotedjo from PT Gramedia, Indonesia

Asst Treasurer
2019-present : 		

Johnny Maung from SPH, Singapore

Current committee members for 2019 - 2020 :
Chairman : 			

Nguyen Thanh Son from Tuoi Tre, Vietnam

General Secretary : 		

Khairul Nizam Yaakob from Star Media Group, Malaysia

Treasurer : 			

Hari Susanto Surjotedjo from Kompas Gramedia, Indonesia

Asst Treasurer : 		

Johnny Maung from SPH, Singapore

Director (The Phillipines) :

Henry M Santos from Print Town, Philippines

Director (Singapore) :

Goh Yew Soong from SPH, Singapore

Director (Malaysia/Borneo) : Sim Yong Liang from United Borneo Press, Malaysia
Director (Thailand) : 		

Tirapong Ratchtawongpipat from Thairath Bangkok, Thailand
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Conference Hosts & Partners

Our Conference Hosts and Partners
As a non-profit organisation, all of ANP activities such as ANP conference will not become a reality if not
because of the strong support from our partners & hosting organisation in every aspect. These are the list of
our value organisation for hosting the ANP conference. We are thankful for their dedication & contribution
for the past decade.
• 2011

- PT Temprina Media Grafika (Jawa Pos Group), Surabaya, Indonesia

• 2012

- Media Prima (NSTP) Group, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

• 2013

- The Star Media Group, Penang, Malaysia

• 2014

- Chinese Commercial News, Manila, Philippines

• 2015

- Matichon Public Co., Ltd, Bangkok, Thailand

• 2016

- Tuoi Tre Printing House, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

• 2017

- PT Gramedia (Kompas) Group, Jakarta, Indonesia

• 2018

- Ultimate Print Sdn Bhd, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

• 2019

- Cyberprint Group Co., Ltd, Bangkok, Thailand

For a full list of Partner, Members and Supporters, please refer to pages 58 - 61

Why support ANP?

F

rom our survey among the suppliers, it is a great opportunity to meet up all their clients in a rather
conducive environment, to be either a presenter on stage, exhibitor at the booth or even participants
for the conference. It is also a change to meet up new prospects, and also to see how the competitors
are doing. For the partners coming from Europe, the conference date and venue is planned well ahead. ANP
is usually held just after Ifra India, thus making it convenient for them to fly to South East Asia immediately
after Ifra India. Good plan and cost effective to come for the event right after and meet up all their clients
at one go. This is why our valued partners continue to attend over the years.
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ANP’s Sponsor

Former ANP Chairman, Andy Budiman (centre) with Jenny (left) & Peter Boeker (right) from technotrans
attending the 2017 ANP Conference @ Jakarta, Indonesia

fit,
fitter,
retrofit

sd.line

RELAXED PRODUCTION IN NEWSPAPER PRINTING
Reliable and proven solutions for newspaper production ensure ideal production conditions
- from delta.spray line spray dampening units and delta.sd dampening solution circulators
to delta.f cross-flow filtration and central ink supply systems.
www.technotrans.com

Member of the technotrans group
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Timeline

TIMELINE:

History of ANP Conference

S

ince its establishment in 2010, ANP had
organized ANP Annual Delegates Conference held at several ASEAN member
countries with great success.

2010

Surabaya

2010 - SEANG Jakarta, Indonesia
(South East Asia Newspaper Group) 		
later spawned ANP
2011 - ANP Surabaya, Indonesia
(1st ANP conference)

2011

2012

Penang

2012 – ANP Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Jakarta

Kuala Lumpur

2013

2014

Manila

2013 – ANP Penang, Malaysia
2014 – ANP Manila, The Philippines

Bangkok

2015

2015 – ANP Bangkok, Thailand

2016

2016 – ANP Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Ho Chin Minh City

2017 – ANP Jakarta, Indonesia
2018 – ANP Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Jakarta

2017

2019 - ANP Bangkok, Thailand

2018

2020 - ANP Singapore
Bangkok

Kuala Lumpur

2019

2020

Singapore

ANP’s Sponsor
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Mr.Ian Hamilton from UPM attending the 2019 ANP Conference @ Bangkok, Thailand
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B

efore ANP was established, SEANG (South East
Asia Newspaper Group) under the management
of a supplier company held a few technical
meetup and conferences for a couple of years in
Bangkok before the final SEANG Jakarta in 2010. The
venue chosen for the first ANP conference was again
in Indonesia on 12-14 September 2011 and it was set
to be even better with a conference theme “Back to
Basics”. Held in the wonderful night city of Surabaya,
the delegates were very fortunate to have received
the warmest welcome and hospitality from the
Mayor of Surabaya herself with a grand welcoming
reception complete with grand feast and local
traditional culture performance that mesmerized
all 300 delegates from ASEAN newspapers and
industry partners from across the globe.
On Day 2, the conference was packed with
presentation and panel discussion focussing on
basics of material i.e newsprint, ink and fountain,
printing plates and printing rubber. Later in the
evening, the local newspaper conglomerate, Jawapos
Group, co-hosted the plant tour at Jawapos Group
headquarters, their printing plant PT Temprina
Surabaya and paper mill, PT Adiprima, followed
by dinner. Day 3 covered all systems ie. the press
controls, workflow and multi-plant management;
and finally wrapped up with a four square face-toface dialogue session.

2011 - Surabaya

2011 - ANP Surabaya, Indonesia

Kuala Lumpur - 2012

N

ext, we move on to Malaysia, where The
New Straits Times Press (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
volunteered to be the local co-host for ANP
2012 Conference. It was held in the beautiful Sunway
Resort Hotel & Spa Ballroom with a total of 300+
delegates. Besides Malaysian delegates, we also had
a huge support from the Indonesian newspaper
printers, mainly Temprina Jawapos and Kompas
Gramedia plus also other Indonesian newspapers.
We also had representatives from The Philippines,
Singapore, Brunei, and Thailand. The Plant tour was
held at NSTP Shah Alam Bukit Jelutong.
Our ANP Conferences will not become a
reality if not because of the strong support from
our partners aka suppliers in every aspect. We had
partners from all over the world coming to share
their solutions or updates. We also had first timer
partners such as Protecmedia who joined in 2012
seeking opportunities to expand their business.
These valued partners will later became a long
hardcore supporter over the years.
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2012 - ANP Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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T

he ANP Conference was organised for the
second time in Malaysia in Sept 3-5, 2013,
this time it was held in the Penang Island,
i.e. Pearl of The Orient. The 2-days conference
venue was at the Equatorial Hotel, Bukit Jambul,
Penang and co-hosted by Malaysian daily, The Star
Publications (M) Bhd and the very first Diamond
Sponsor was Goss International.
The welcoming on Sept 3rd began with a
ANP Golf Challenge at the Bukit Jambul Golf Club
and followed by the night plant tour and cultural
dinner at the Star Northern Media Hub, Bayan
Lepas. The conference opening ceremony on Sept
4th was officiated by the Yang di-Pertua Negri
Tun Abdul Rahman Abbas with the presence of
Star Publications (M) Bhd Executive Director, Tan
Sri Kamal Hashim and ANP Chairman, Mohamed
Hassan Mohamed Ali. This is followed by the
opening speech by Mohamed Hassan who explained
the general overview of the ANP organisation and
improvement made. The conference theme
“Newspaper: Forging ahead?” brought the 222
delegates to ponder upon whether the newspaper
industry is ready to steer ahead of digital disruption
to still be one of most effective mediums for great
journalism and a platform for content advertising.
During the plenary session, we had the
opportunity to learn from Bob Lockley, the
President from SWUG Australia or Single Width

2013 - Penang

2013 - ANP Penang, Malaysia
Users Group Australia, an organisation which ANP
has modeled from, on how he runs the organisation
since its establishment in 1985 focusing training,
problem-solving,
knowledge-sharing
and
networking among the printers in Australia. SWUG
has awarded scholarships to printers and prizes for
best printing quality competition. Bob Lockley who
is also the Print and Distribution Director of Fairfax
Australia, a news publishing company, shared how
Fairfax carried out its print consolidation plan
which involved closure of two major metropolitan
printing plants and re-utilize some of the machinery
to hybrid regional plants aimed at flexible printing
configuration.
The second speaker in the plenary session
was Ms Normah Osman, Deputy Director of ASEAN
Economic Cooperation, Malaysian International
Trade and Industry who spoke about “Possible
Impact of The Impending ASEAN Economic
Community on the Newspaper Industry and
Converting Risk into Opportunities. It is important
to educate the printers on the future business side.
A forum session was also held with Bob Lockley,
Mohd Hassan, D.Sudharson and Aszman Kasmani
on stage to answer questions from the audience.
We also had breakout sessions which
entailed the machine upgrading projects,
maintenance programs and process improvement
with technological innovation.

ANP’s Sponsor
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Mr.Michael Roach at Tolerans’ stand @ 2019 - ANP Bangkok, Thailand

Stitching solves the problem
Holds it together
Quality feeling
Longer lifetime
Secures recycling
Easy to navigate
Increases ad revenues
Competitive advantage

Keeping it Together - In-line stitching at full production speed
www.tolerans.com
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2014 - Manila

2014 - ANP Manila, The Philippines

2

014 ANP conference was held at Shangri-La
Makati Hotel in Manila, Philippines on 21-23
September 2014. The theme “It’s time…”
was chosen as time is the essence for newspaper
printers. Being able to deliver a quality product
consistently on time to our customer doorstep
requires careful planning from material check,
preventive maintenance, process efficiency and
distribution with timely execution and without
compromising on customer satisfaction. It is time
to also relook at how we can package and deliver
news information better to our dynamic readers
whilst improving our process efficiency and
minimize waste.
Day 0 started with ANP Golf at South Forbes
Golf Club and ANP Gala Dinner. The conference
on Day 1 was officiated by Guest of Honour, Hon.
Paolo Benigno Aquino IV, Senator Senate of the
Philippines.

Newspaper Facilities”, whereby the challenges
in implementing lean change were not only
about closure and upgrading of facilities but
also more important is about leadership support
as conventional structures were turned upside
down.
Mr Evandro Matteucci from Kodak presented
how retrofitting an Imprinting System on existing
press, allows customers to print personalized text
or variable data (custom ads/coupons) straight
onto running newspaper thus adding profit. Other
partner vendors like Goss, Agfa, Fujifilm and Flint
also share their solutions for printers. Beside that,
sharing by member printers:- Mr Aszman GM
Production of NSTP shared about Benchmarking
for profitability and interesting take on their 5-day
coffee campaign using 5 Senses Newspaper by
Ungku Ibrahim NSTP.
In view of upgrade, Karthigesu Muniandy
from Star Media Group Malaysia illustrated the
piece-by-piece Newsgrip replacement, whilst
colleague P.Krishnan dealt with Goss Drive upgrade;
and Jimmy Oo, from SPH who is also ANP Deputy
Chairman talked about Perspective on Productivity,
to look into overall equipment effectiveness and
the “reality check” on maintenance. The one day
packed event ended with ANP BBQ Dinner and
Day 3 followed with ANP Meeting and
Technical discussion with vendors. ANP expressed
appreciation to Mr Solomon Yuyitung of Chinese
Commercial News, as our local committee for his
Keynote speaker of Day 1 is Mr Markus extraordinary volunteering effort in helping us
Hooke from News Limited Australia who shared in organizing and gathering support from local
about “Transformational Change in The Australia members and partners.

Bangkok - 2015
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T

he ANP 2015 Conference was held at
Intercontinental Hotel & Holiday Inn Bangkok,
Thailand from 7-9 September 2015. With the
theme “Seeding Growth” to promote idea sharing
to grow newspaper business, the programs were
packed and comprehensive; and attended by 165
delegates. The event kick-off with the ANP Golf
Tournament at the prestigious Royal Gems Golf
Club and followed by ANP Welcoming Dinner at
the hotel venue to introduce all delegates and
networking with cultural performance by TCEB.
Conference
opening
began
with Mr Andy
Budiman, Chairman
ANP giving a warm
welcoming speech
before introducing
Kodak as Diamond
Sponsor
and
Matichon Public Company Ltd. as local host. The
conference was then officiated by the Guest
of Honour, Dr Atchaka Sribunruang, Thailand’s
Minister of Industry. r Kasturi Balaji from Kasturi &
Sons, India, who was chosen as the first speaker,
set the right tone with his “Emerging Business
Models for Newspapers Printers”, followed by
Mr Andrei Andrievsky, Kodak Channel Manager
SEA who shared on innovation of its latest Kodak
Sonora Process-Free Plates. On the business/
marketing side, we had Mr Brian Rock, Research
& Insight Manager of Newspaper Works, Australia
to share his insights on how “Print & Online Better
Together” in Australia.

Throughout the two days conference,
we had several members sharing - Anandan
Thangasamy, Star Media Malaysia sharing awardwinning innovative 5 days print ad nationwide
campaign “Mountain Dew Neon Project” using
a combination of 3D lightup neon bottle, neon,
glow-in-the dark balloon, fluorescent inked
poster, contest gimmick and redemption coupons.
Mr Wahyu Prihantoro, PT Gramedia Indonesia
presented about Gramedia’s 4 Rocket Pillars to
Boost Up Innovation” which is strategy, structure,
process and control system. Mr Syam Zakiril, Star
Media shared their recent Press Upgrade whilst
Mr Adi Sarif, NSTP went into 5S Kaizen with Small
Step Big Move. Mr Snehasis Roy from ABP India,
shared about “Harvesting Lower GSM Newsprint”
and Andy Budiman, ANP Chairman from Gramedia
Indonesia shared a higher level take on Business
Opportunity of ASEAN print market.
Distinguished presenters among suppliers
were Kenneth Koe of Kodak SEA; Marcel Bindel,
Ferag Switzerland; Michael Buechel, WRH
Marketing; Jaco Bleijenberg of QI Press Control
Holland; Pongpun Wattanapun of Boettcher
Thailand; Mitsuhiro Imaizumi of Fujifilm Asia Pacific.
Other special guest speakers presented were
Anand Srinivisan, WAN-IFRA India; Mr Kriengkrai
Thiennukul from Federation of Thai Industries
and Prof Aran Hansuebsai from Chulalongkorn
University who shared about “Building Knowledge
among Asean Printers”.
Other activities were the plant tour on
Day 1 which was concurrently held in two sites Bangkok Post and Matichon.
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2016 - Ho Chi Minh

2016 - ANP Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam

A

NP 2016 was held on 26 - 28 September
2016 at New World Saigon Hotel, Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam. The theme “Innovate to
Elevate” brings attention to the need of innovative
ideas to add value to the product, to improve
quality, boost performance and thus profitability
The event began with ANP Golf Challenge
was held at the Tan Son Nhat Golf Club followed by
a cheerful ANP Welcoming Dinner at the hotel..
On the first day of conference, Mr Andy
Budiman, ANP Chairman gave his opening speech
and introduced the Diamond Sponsor, Fujifilm and
the local co-host, Tuoitre Newspaper represented
on stage by Mr Nguyen Thanh Son. This is the first
Vietnam as the Corporate Member and hosting the
plant tour. The keynote speech was delivered by
Mr Mohamed Hassan, Star Media Group inviting
delegates to innovate to elevate to thrive in the
challenging industry.
Among the speakers who presented are Mr
Hiroki Chimura, Fujifilm Global Graphics Systems
who shared the latest trends in processless CTP
plates; Mr Andrei Andrievsky and Mr Seamus Ward
of Kodak went further on secrets of optimizing
Prepress operation; Mr Lim Chin Soon of Bottcher
Singapore shared case study on UV Chameleon
washes to protect dual-purpose compounds rollers
for additional UV ink printing; Mr Ian Jon of DIC
Australia/NZ shared his take on evolution of DIC
Auburn Australia; Mr Jonas Rehn from MWM Group
introduced the Copytrack Production Management
System & Reeltrack Newsprint Management; Mr
Marcel Binder of Ferag Switzerland suggest to
personalize newspaper with Easysert, innovation
of Skyfall intralogistic and shared their project to
renew Star Media Group mailroom; Rodd Harrison

of Kodak on Hybrid printing creativity; Frank
Bockerman of Krause who tackled on building trust
with quality; Mr Steve Packham of DIC talked aout
Asean 42 & 40 gsm newsprint; Mr Rob Watson
of Harland Simon touched about “Upgrades It’s Nothing New”; Mr Handy Lam from Agfa
Asean suggested how a supplier can contribute
to newspaper business during declining cycle
and Mr John Thye of Fujifilm on their roller wash
technology.
Some of the user presentations were Mr
Myo Aung of Success Publishing Myanmar updates
the audience on Myanmar’s growing newspaper
industry; Mr KJ Goh of Star Media, who shared steps
linearize CTP to control dot reproduction value;
Mr Nguyen Manh Huy, Thanh Nien Print House
spoke about applying XM and FM screening; Mr.
Yosep Isa, PT Gramedia Indonesia on Press Control
Upgrade without Stopping; Aszman Kasmani, NSTP
on Integrated Product Security System; and Farouq
Affandi, Utusan Melayu Malaysia who shared
ANP’s Benchmarking for Success presentation.
The special guest speaker, Mr, Teoh Teik Hoong,
owner and publisher of SJ Echo, Malaysia’s first
community newspaper, shared about SJ Echo’s
business model as the Pillar of the Community
which is now printing 30,000 copies in Malaysia’s
Subang Jaya community.
Despite the marathon full of presentations,
delegates had the opportunity to network
especially at the display booths, during breaks and
luncheon. On Day All delegates were entertained
by the wonderful Vietnamese cultural performance
during the IndoChina River Cruise Dinner before
going on a Plant tour to either Tuoitre Newspaper
Printing plant or The Army 2 Printer.
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Achieve
unimagined savings
Switch from a traditional, processed plate to the plate that pays.
KODAK SONORA Process Free Plates can save you money in ways that may surprise you. Lots of money.
Up to $1.000.000 a year for very large printers who switch from wet processed plates to SONORA Plates.
Learn how you can start saving now at kodak.com/go/sonoraplates

©Kodak, 2020. Kodak, Sonora and the Kodak Logo are trademarks of Kodak.
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T

he ANP 2017 was held on 19 - 21 September
2017 at Shangri-La Hotel, Jakarta Indonesia.
with Kompas Gramedia as the local co-host
and Fujifilm Group as the Diamond Sponsor. The
theme “WOWPrint : Embracing Print with Wisdom
and Wonder.” chosen to promote the importance
of renewing the interest in print by giving attention
to innovation and creating more values for better
customer experience.
The conference was held with both main
sessions and also two breakout sessions to focus on
separate topics the following day. Mitsuhiro Imaizumi
shared Fujifilm’s Superia new technology benefits
for printers, whilst Mr Choi Won Seok from Korea
Chosun Daily Media shared his implementation of
Kodak FM Screen to achieve great image quality.
Mr Setiawan and Mr Ignatius represented Kompas
Gramedia to present how they found opportunity in
the huge order of educational book printing while
coping with the challenges in newspaper circulation.
The delegates had the great opportunity
to visit Kompas Gramedia printing facility and they
enjoyed entertaining dinner at their new 29-storey
Kompas Tower.

2017 - Jakarta

2017 - ANP Jakarta, Indonesia

ANP’s Sponsor
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Mr.Vincent Kee from Accel Graphic System participating in a dialog @ 2019 - ANP Bangkok, Thailand
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A

NP 2018 was held in Le-Meridien Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia from 19-21 September
which started with ANP Golf Challenge at
prestigious TPC Kuala Lumpur and followed by a
joyful Welcoming Dinner at Pool Bar & Grill Level 8
of Le Meridien.
The first speaker was Mr Tom Smatlak, Director of Technical Service from FlintGroup, the
event’s Diamond Sponsor, who spoke about “Embracing Change” and followed by business sharing by
Ms Lai Mee Lin, GM Sales and Mr Azizi Fickry, both
Ultimate Print, as our co-host. Some of the interesting topics are Mr Vinodhkumar of Baldwin Vision’s
“Now or Never-Let’s Embrace” using technology in
close-loop colour register and density control; Hide
Hattori of Fujifilm on Latest News Plate”; “Wind of
Change” on evolution of a 80 year old newspaper by
Mr Farouq of UtusanGroup; “Take a leak, seriously”
by Mr Rosazizi, SPH senior engineer on smart maintenance practices.
Day 2 speakers are Handy Lam of AGFA on
how to broaden the sources of income & economize
on expenditure in prepress; Mr Kristanto of Gramedia sharing about anti aging formula for old press
and How Malaymail Grow by James TK of Malay Mail
Marketing. Mr. Thurein Tun, Secretary of MPPA, a
print association in Myanmar also shared their roles
in growing the Myanmar printing industries through.

2018-Kuala Lumpur

2018 - ANP Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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ANP’s Sponsor

Mr. Johnny from Singapore Press Holdings presented
the Koenig & Bauer preventive bearing analyses
@ 2017 - ANP Jakarta, Indonesia

P

reventive maintenance and
analysis measures give you
reassurance and help to
prevent expensive, unscheduled
downtimes or damage to your
production facilities.
A K&B Bearing Analysis
gives you the reliable and accurate means to check the status of
the roller bearings fitted in your

2012 - ANP Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

system, to detect incipient changes at an early stage and to take
exactly the right measures.
The K&B Bearing Analysis
method is based on a movement
measurement of the cylinders.
Here, sensing probes which detect position changes of, for example, printing press cylinders,
are installed directly at the cylin-

der balls or the bearer rings. Incipitent damage to roller bearings
can thus be accurately located.
External factors, for example the
state of the bearer rings in printing presses, have no influence on
the precision of the measurement.
The data collected are evaluated
by our quality control centre using
a method patented by K&B.

We print
your world
We combine inks and substrates,
enabling creation of a boundless
variety of printed products. For over
200 years now.
Because printing is our world.

Best Wishes
koenig-bauer.com

10th Anniversary

we’re on it.
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019 ANP conference returns to Bangkok and
back to the same venue as 2015 Intercontinental
Hotel, Phloencit Road, Bangkok. Held on 23-25
September, the conference theme “Futurise Print”
reflects the need for stakeholders of the newspaper
industry to take actions with a holistic approach and
understanding to create a preferred future for the
industry.
Day 0 we had ANP Golf at Thana City and
followed by ANP Welcoming Dinner with Cultural
Performance from Tourism Dept. During the
opening speech, ANP Chairman Mr Goh, thanked the
Diamond Partner, Richmatt Holdings from Malaysia
for the support and Mr Tirapong from Thairath for
co-hosting the event and he announced that this is
the first ANP to have a full representation from all 10
ASEAN country members, a great success!
The first speaker is Mr T. Mohan from
Khmer Times who share the bright future of print
Media in Cambodia followed by Mr Pedro Madrid
of Protechmedia who talked about the Challenges
of Newspaper Distribution. We had some sharings
from Corporate members from Thailand, Myanmar,
Singapore, Vietnam and Laos, and also from WANIFRA on colour quality. On Day 2 was the AGM and
also a Plant Visit to Cyber Print Group.

2019 - Bangkok

2019 - ANP Bangkok, Thailand

Mr. Arulpragas Amalathas,
Executive Director of Richmatt Solutions
Sdn Bhd during his opening speech at ANP
Conference in Bangkok.

ANP’s Sponsor
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manroland Goss representatives Mr.Heiko Ritscher, Vice President of Sales & Service accompanied by
Mr. KS Ng during their 2019 ANP Conference presentation @ Bangkok, Thailand

#printrunchampion

Innovative web offset technology
Cutting edge performance

#retrofitmaker

Retrofits, Upgrades, Automation
Anti Aging solutions for any OEM

#serviceprovider

Customized service at all times
24/7 Tele Support

#onlineshopper

Over 200,000 original parts
Order anywhere, at any time
Learn more about our services:

www.manrolandgoss.com

manroland Goss web systems Singapore Pte Ltd
2 Toh Tuck Link #05-01 | Singapore 596225
Tel : +65 6462 4833 | Fax : +65 6462 4877
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T

he annual ANP Conference is not complete
without its celebrated ANP Golf Challenge.
Since its inception, ANP has kept its proud
tradition of kicking off the annual conference with
ANP Golf Challenge. The beautiful ANP-Quadtech
Golf Challenge Shield, which was proudly sponsored
by Quadtech and it was presented by Mr David
Mitchell of Quadtech to the first winner of the Golf
Challenge in 2011.
We are also honoured to have Mr KS Ng of
manroland, who volunteered as the Golf Master
who had painstakingly coordinated the entire golf
tournament and has never failed to excite the avid
golfers among our partners and members. The
planning will start with the careful selection of
golf courses located around the conference venue,
sourcing for quotations and negotiating with the golf
course management, and inviting golfers right until
the award ceremony.
The Golf Challenge event will normally
commence early in the morning, one day before
Conference Day 1, thus golfers will arrive one day
earlier than the delegates. This would be a great icebreaker session among the golfers and a good healthy
theme to start the conference. The award ceremony
will be held at the golf course, but the ANP Golf
challenge shield will be presented to the champion
during the Welcoming Dinner or Conference Day.

Golf Challenge

2017 - ANP Jakarta, Indonesia

ANP’s Golf Challenge Winners
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2019 - ANP Bangkok, Thailand
List of past ANP Golf Challenge winners :
2011 - Henry Leong, Flint Group, Singapore
2012 - Aznan, Utusan Melayu, Malaysia
2013 - Jeffrey Wong, Toyo Ink, Malaysia
2014 - Thomas Lengowski, Technotrans Singapore
2015 - Sumat, GGM Technotrans, Thailand
2016 - Park Tae Ho, Kovi Trading, Vietnam
2017 - Marco Gandasubrata, APTech, Indonesia
2018 - Sew Min, Myanmar
2019 - Stanley Loo, Bottcher

W

e would like to express our gratitude
towards Mr KS Ng from manroland Goss,
for his outstanding performance as the Golf
Master for all these years. ANP Golf Challenge will
not be the same without his touch.
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Country Report: Vietnam

Vietnam has it all:
•
•
•
•
•
•

63 provinces
184 print newspapers, 660 print magazines,
213 online newspapers and websites,
72 radio and television stations
All newspaper belong to the State
22 newspaper printers, most of which are located in
two big cities, Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi
• HCM 11 newspaper printers
• Hanoi 7 newspaper printers

U

nfortunately, the operation of these newspaper printers are increasingly difficult. The number
of printing copies has decreased rapidly in recent times.
At the beginning of 2019, the Government announced that they wanted to reorganize
newspapers towards reducing printing newspapers to focus on budgeting for some major
newspapers. The rest must be financially autonomous or merged with some other newspapers. The
online newspaper is also rearranged to resemble the printing newspaper.
According to this plan, by 2025, Each province will have only 1 newspaper. Particularly for
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, up to the end of 2025, there will be a maximum of 5 newspapers; 1
radio and 1 television station. With the reduction of newpapers will certainly cause more difficulties
for the newspaper printers. Although the Government did not re-organize newspaper printing,
most of the printing companies like us are forced to reorganize ourselves to accommodate the rest
of the newspapers. Some newspaper printers are looking to change themselves in many ways,
hoping to survive and thrive.

VN member:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tuoi Tre Printing House			
Thanh Nien Printing House			
Itaxa Printing Company			
Le Quang Loc Printing Co.Ltd		
Sai Gon Giai Phong Printing Co.Ltd

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The Army 2 Printing Company
Ba Dinh Printing Company
Can Tho General Printing JSC.
Scitech Printing JSC
Nhan Dan Printing Company

Contributed by: Mr Thanh Son
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any other agency, organisation, employer or company. Comments on this article
are the sole responsiblility of their writers and the writers will take full responsibility, liability and blame for any libel or litigation that result from something written in or as a direct result of something written in a comment

ANP’s Sponsor

Delegates from Böttcher @ 2016 - ANP Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
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Country Report: Cambodia

Contributed by: Mr James Ong
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any other agency, organisation, employer or company. Comments on this article
are the sole responsiblility of their writers and the writers will take full responsibility, liability and blame for any libel or litigation that result from something written in or as a direct result of something written in a comment
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Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any other agency, organisation, employer or company. Comments on this article
are the sole responsiblility of their writers and the writers will take full responsibility, liability and blame for any libel or litigation that result from something written in or as a direct result of something written in a comment
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Country Report: Laos

Lao PDR

Surface Total:		
Population:		
Currency:
GDP Per Capita:
		

236,800 sq km
7 .13M (July 2018)
Lao Kip (LAK)
US$ 573 (2005-2006)
US$ 1,069 (2009-2010)

Printing House: 112 (Government 7, Private 105)
Full Capacity 10
Medium
20
Small
82
In this only 7 print newspaper

Category
Daily Newspaper
Weekly Newspaper (Twice a Month)
Monthly Newspaper
Bulletin
Magazine
Total:

Total
11
10
4
4
112
141

Government
11
9
4
4
63
91

Private
0
1
0
0
49
50

Challenges:
Technology & Infra structure
• Hardware Computer, Camera, Printing Machine
• Software, Knowhow, IT program
Printing Materials are all Import
• Spare Parts for Machine
• Paper, Ink
Low Readership
• Young Generation Prefer to read from Smart Phone
Contributed by: Dr Viengthong Chanlivong
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any other agency, organisation, employer or company. Comments on this article
are the sole responsiblility of their writers and the writers will take full responsibility, liability and blame for any libel or litigation that result from something written in or as a direct result of something written in a comment
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The Printing Houses in Vientiane Capital

Machine Goss Community

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any other agency, organisation, employer or company. Comments on this article
are the sole responsiblility of their writers and the writers will take full responsibility, liability and blame for any libel or litigation that result from something written in or as a direct result of something written in a comment
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Country Report: Thailand

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any other agency, organisation, employer or company. Comments on this article
are the sole responsiblility of their writers and the writers will take full responsibility, liability and blame for any libel or litigation that result from something written in or as a direct result of something written in a comment

Overview of Thailand Newspaper Industry

T

140,000	
  

hailand Advertising Expenditure by Neilsen Thailand & Media Agency Association of Thailand (MAAT)
shows that the shift from advertising in the newspaper towards advertising in Internet.
According to Neilsen Thailand report, advertising expenditure for Newspaper dropped gradually
from 15,256 mil Baht in 2013 to 4,880 mil Baht in 2019. Likewise, magazine experience a higher reduction
in adex from 5,674 mil Baht in 2013 down to only 975 mil Baht in 2019. The shift to internet adex is
significant from 4,248 mil Baht in 2013, up until 17,863 mil Baht in 2019.
In view of this, Thairath Groups “The Power of Reach” expanded its dominance in Thai news
consumption by integrating media and content creation onto 3 media platforms “Online - targeting Digital
Gen; TV 32 - BKK, Urban and Rural market; and Newspaper - targeting Mass, Nationwide and Traditionalist”.
TV 32 focus on Easy storytelling by news DNA reporters with immersive graphic and 3D models. Thairath
Online focus on desktop version Mobile responsive version app MY Thairath. Currently with 2M active
users/day. Thairath AR technology on printed newspaper enable readers to enjoy immersive experience,
Thailand	
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Baht) thus creating a more engaging experience such as
getting enhanced
contents and
marketing
message,
360 degree view, 3D objects, mobile photogallery and extended video from print ad.
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2M Active Users/Day
25.5M Active Users/Month
57M Active Users/Quarter*
*Reach 100% of Internet User in Thailand

Thairath “The Power of Reach”
With 3 media platforms
Thairath Group reaches all Thais and all target
audiences. We are media and content creator.

Extended Video

360° image

INTEGRATED
MEDIA
AND
CONTENT

Complete immersive experience
AR technology enhance contents and
marketing message
Create engaging experience: contents
literally come to life

3D Objects

Photo Gallery
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ေစာေဝဦး
လ�နာတင်ယာ�ေလးစီးအတွငး် မ� လ�နာများကိခ
� ျေပးေနေသာေ�ကာင ့် ေဒါက်တာေစာေဝ သ�ကားကိ
ြ� ဖည်းြဖည်းလ�မ
ိ ်�့ ပီး
့
လွတသ
် ည့ေ
် နရာတွငရ
် ပ်�ပီး တံခါးဖွငဆ
့် င်းသည်။
သည်မနက် မြဖစ်မေနခွစ
ဲ ိတရ
် မည့လ
် န
� ာတဦးကိ� R.G.H တွငခ
် စ
ွဲ ိတေ
် ပးခဲ�့ ပီး ြပန်လာြခင်းြဖစ်သည်။
ယ�ရမည့အ
် သံး� အေဆာင်အတ
ိ က
် ဆ
ိ� ၍
ွဲ ထွကလ
် ာစ� ရပ်ထားေသာလ�နာတင်ယာ�မ� လ�နာမိနး် ကေလးြဖစ်ဟန်တ�သ၏
�
ဆွထ
ဲ ားေသာအိတက
် လက်မလ
� တ
ွ က
် ျသည်။
ေဒါက်တာဦးေစာေဝကေကာက်ယ၍
� မိနး် ကေလးလက်တင
ွ ြ် ပန်ချိတေ
် ပးသည်။
��ာေခါင်းစည်းအထက်က ကျီးကန်းေတာင်ပံြဖနထ
် ့ ားသလိ� မဲတန်းေနေသာ မျက်ခးံ� ��စ်ဖက်ေအာက်မ�

ရ�နး် စိေ
� နေသာမျက်ဝန်းအစံေ
� �ကာင ့် အမျိ�းအမည်မသိခစ
ံ ားမစိတတ
် ခ�ြဖစ်ခရ
ဲ့ သည်။
"အဲဒ
့ ါ --- အဲဒ
့ ါ ေမာင်ေဝလားဟင် ဆရာမ "
အမည်စာရင်းများ�ကည့ေ
် နေသာ သ�နာြပ�ဆရာမကိ� ကေလးမေလးေဘးတွငရ
် ပ်ေနေသာ အမျိ�းသမီးကေမးလိက
� သ
် ည်။
" ��င ် -သ�လား ၊ အဲဒါဆရာဝန်�ကီးဦးေစာေဝေလ အမ သိလလား"
ိ� ့
အမျိ�းသမီးက ြပန်မေြဖေတာဘ
�့ က
� ခ
် �ဲ့ ကသည်။
့ ဲ ဆရာမဦးေဆာင်ရာသိလိ
ေဒါက်တာဦးေစာေဝအခန်းတွငေ
် ခတ�နားေနရင်း အမမဲဗ
ီ ဖ
ိ� ိ�ငက
် ဖ
ိ� ွင�့် ကည့လ
် က
ိ� မ
် ိသည်။
့ ီဒယ
" OH MY HEART, WON'T BELIEVE THAT YOU HAD LEFT ME "
သီချင်းသံေ�ကာင ့် ချက်ချင်းပိတ�် ပီးထရပ်လက
ိ� သ
် ည်။
စားပွဲေပ�လက်ေထာက်ရင်း �ငိမ်ေနမိသည်။ဒီမနက်ခစ
ွဲ ိတမ
် က သံး� နာရီနးီ ပါး�ကာသွားေသာေ�ကာင ့် ပင်ပန်းခဲသ
့ ည်လား ၊
စိတထ
် မ
ဲ ာ� �ွမ်းေနမိတာကေတာအ
့ မ�န ် ။ အိပ်မေပျာ်တဲ့ ရက်တချိ� � ��ိလာခဲရ
့ ြပန်�ပီ။
ထိစ
� �ဖ�နး် လာ�ပီး ေနလည်
တင
ွ အ
် စည်းအေဝး��ိေ�ကာင်းအေ�ကာင်း�ကားလာေသာေ�ကာင ့်
့
ေဒါက်တာဦးေစာေဝထွကဖ
် ိ�ြပင်
့ ဆင်ရသည်။
ထံေ
� နေသာစိတ�် ကာင ့် ေပါေပါ
သ
� ြဖင ့် PPE FULL DRESS မဟ�တေ
် တာဘ
့ ပါးပါးေနလိ
့
့ ဲ APRON
လက်အတ
ိ �
် င
� ေ
့် ခါင်းစွပ်ကသ
ိ� ာစွပ်�ပီး SURGICAL MASK တပ်မည်ြပင်မ� မျက်�ာ� မ�အနာကိ� စမ်းမိသည်။
စားပွဲေပ�မ�ေထာက်မန
� အ
် ဝိင
� း် ေလးကိ�� ကည့မ
် ိသည်။
COVID ဒ�တယ
ိ လိငး် စလာသည်�င
� ့် ေဒါက်တာဦးေစာေဝ ေဝဘာဂီေဆး�ံ�တင
ွ ် ဦးေဆာင်�ပီး ��စ်လလံး� လံး�
အချိနက
် န
� ခ
် ရ
ဲ့ သည်။ မခ�တ်တမ်းဝတ်ထားရေသာ N 95 RESPINRETOR ��င ့် GOGGLES ေ�ကာင ့် မျက်�ာ� ြပင်မာ�
မျက်မန
� ေ
် ဘာင်အရာချိ�င�့် ပီး ��ာေခါင်းရင်းကလည်း တိပ်ကပ်ြပန်ခာွ ��ငရ
့် ဲရဲနေ
ီ နေတာသ
့ ည်။
သ�ဝဏ�စြပန်ေတာ့ ဟိေ
� ြပးဒီေြပး��င ့် အလ�ပ်ပိမ
� ျားရြပန်သည်။
" ဪ ....... အလ�ပ်ထ◌ဲမာ� စိတ�
် စ
� ်ထား�ိင
� မ
် ပ
� ဲ နာကျည်းစိတက
် သက်သာရာရေလသလား ......."
ပါချ�ပ်�င
� ေ
့် တွ�ရန်ထက
ွ လ
် ာ�ပီးမ� ေကျာက်ကပ်လန
� ာအေဒ� �ကီးတဦးကိသ
� တိရကာ ေြခဦးလ�ည�့် ပီး
လ�နာေဆာင်ဆဝ
ီ င်လာခဲသ
့ ည်။

" မဂ်လာပါ ဆရာ "
မျက်�ာ� ချင်းဆိင
� ေ
် လ�ာက်လာေသာ သ�နာြပ�ဆရာမေလးက�တ်ဆက်သည်။
"မဂ်လာပါ ဗျာ "
" ဆရာ "
ေလ�ာက်ေနေသာ ေြခလ�မ်းကိရ
� ပ်�ပီး ဦးေစာေဝလ�ည�့် ကည့သ
် ည်။
" ေစာေစာက ဆရာက
�
ိ
ေမာင်
ေ
ဝလားလိ
ေမးတဲ
�
အ
့
မျိ
�
းသမီ
း
တေယာက်
ပါလာတယ် "
့
့
"ဘယ်လိ� - ေမာင်ေဝ ဟ�တလ
် ား "
" ဘယ်မာ� လဲ ၊ ဘာြဖစ်လာတာလဲ "
" CONTACT PERSON ပါဆရာ ။ CONFIRM မဟ�တပ
် ါဘ�း "
ဆရာမေလးက ဦးေဆာင်၍ယာယီအကနအ
် ့ ခန်းေလးတခ�လက
ိ� က
် ာကိဖ
� ယ်၍ဝင်သည်။
လ�နာအမျိ�းသမီး�ကီးက က�တင်ေပ�ချထားေသာအိတအ
် တွငး် မ� အသံး� အေဆာင်ေတွကထ
ိ� တ
� ယ
် ေ
� နရာမ�လည
� �့် ကည့သ
် ည်။
မိနး် ကေလးငယ်ေလးက�ကမ်းခင်းေပ�ေစာင်ခင်း�ပီး လ�ေ
ဲ နသည်။
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" အိ� ဒီလမ
ိ� ေနရဘ�းေလ - ကိယ
� အ
့် ခန်းကိြ� ပန် - ြပန် "
" သမီး ေမေမနဲခွ့ �ဲ ပီး မေနရဲလပါ
ိ� ့ "
ဆရာမ စကားဆက်ေြပာရန်ြပင်စ� ဦးေစာေဝတားလိက
� သ
် ည်။

သ�နာြပ�ဆရာမေလး ဆရာက
ိ� း�ွတ�
် တ
� ဆ
် က်ထက
ွ သ
် ာွ းသည်။
့ ဦ
ဆရာဦးေစာေ◌ဝ��င ့် လ�နာအမျိ�းသမီး တဦးကိတ
� ဦးမမ�တမ
် သ�န�် ကည့ေ
် န�ကသည်။အတန်�ကာမ� ေဒါက်တာစကားစသည်။
" မမဦး - ဟ�တတ
် ယ်ေနာ် - - မမဦး "
အမျိ�းသမီးကေခါင်းညတ
ိ ေ
် ြဖသည်။
"ဟ�တပ
် ါတယ် - ေမာင်ေဝ "
တိတဆ
် တ
ိ သ
် ာွ း�ကြပန်သည်။ သမီးဆိသ
� ေ
� လးက ထထိင
� �် ပီးမေအ��င ့် မျက်�ာ� တဝက်သာြမင်ရေသာ
ဆရာဝန်�ကီးကိမ
� ျက်လးံ� အြပ�းသား��င�့် ကည့ေ
် နသည်။
" ေနေကာင်းတယ်ေနာ် ေမာင်ေဝ ၊ ေဖေဖ ေမေမတိေရာ
�့
ကျန်းကျန်းမာမာပဲလား "
" ဟ�တက
် ဲ့ "
တိတဆ
် တ
ိ သ
် ာွ းြပန်သည်။အတန်�ကာမ� စကားဆက်သည်။
" ေမာင်ေဝ အိမ်ေထာင်ကျ�ပီလား၊ အမျိ�းသမီးကေရာ ေမာငလ
့် ဆ
ိ� ရာဝန်ပဲလား "
ေဒါက်တာဦးေစာေဝ ေခါင်းခါသည်။

ခါးမ�မတ
� စ
် စ
� ာအ�ပ်�ကားတွငည
် ပ်ထားေသာ စာအိတအ
် �ွမ်းေလးကိ� ထ�တယ
် ြ� ပသည်။
" မိနး် မေတွကေ
ိ� �ကာက်လန
ွ း် လိ� အေဆာင်
အြဖစ်ထည့ထ
် ားတဲ့ မဂ်လာဖိတစ
် ာပါ ၊ ကာယကံ��ငက
် ြိ� ပန်ေပး�ိင
� ရ
် င်ေတာ့
့
အေ��ာင်အဖွဲ�ကလွတတ
် န်ေကာင်းပါရဲ။ ့ "
မမဦး သက်ြပင်း�� ိက၍
် စကားဆိသ
� ည်။
" ေမာင် မမဦးကိ� အရမ်းစိတန
် ာေနတာလား ၊ ဒါဆိရ
� င် မမဦး ရည်ရွယခ
် ျက် ြပည့စ
် ံသ
� ာွ းပါ�ပီ။
ေဒါက်တာေစာေဝဦး နားလည်ရခက်သာွ းသည်။
" ေမာငက
့် စ
ိ� ိတပ
် ိင
� း် ြဖတ်�င
ိ� �် ပီး ရည်ရွယခ
် ျက်မေပျာက်ေစချင်လိ� မမဦး
ဒီမဂ်လာဖိတစ
် ာကိတ
� မင်ပိခဲ
�့တ
့ ာပါ "
့
ေဒါက်တာဦးေစာေဝ စကားြဖတ်ရန်ြပင်သည်။
မမဦးက လက်ကာတားကာ စကားဆက်သည်။
"ဆံး� ေအာင် နားေထာင်ပါအံ�း ေမာင် "
"တတိယ��စ်ေဆးေကျာင်းသားကိ� လက်ထပ်ယရ
� ေအာင် မမဦးမမိက
� မ
် ဲပါဘ�း ၊ ဦးေ��ာက်မမဲပ
့ ါဘ�း ၊ သ�မိ့ ဘေတွက
ဘယ်လသ
ိ� ေဘာထားမလဲ ၊ ခင်မင်ယ�ံ� ကည်မက
� ိ� မငဲပ
ဲ
အ�ွ
န
ခ
်
ျိ
�
းရက်
လ
က
�
ိ
တ
်
ာလိ
စိ
�
တ
န
်
ာ
အြပစ်
တင်�ကေတာမ
့
့
့ ယ် ။"
့
" ထားေတာ့ ၊ လက်ထပ်လက
ိ� ပ
် ါ�ပီ ၊ အလယ်တန်းြပဆရာမတေယာက်လစာေလးနဲ ေယာက်
ျားကိ�
့
ေဆးေကျာင်းဆက်တက်ခင
ိ� း် ဖိ�ဆိ
� ာက ဝတ��ထဲမာ� ပဲ
့ တ
၊ ��ပ်��ငထ
် မ
ဲ ာ� ပဲ ြဖစ်မာ� ပါ။ "
" ဒါေ�ကာင
့် မ�ဆး�ိ ဖိ�သေ
� ဌးကိ� မိဘလိေ
� စာငေ
့် ��ာက်ခတ
ဲ့ ဲ့ အေဒ ရဲစကားကိ
� လက်ခ�ံ ပီး ေမာင်စိတြ် ပတ်ေအာင်
့
့
မဂ်လာဖိတစ
် ာကိ� တမင်ပိခဲ
�့တ
ာပါ။
"
့
" ဒါေပမယ့် မမဦးလက်မထပ်ခပ
ဲ့ ါဘ�း ၊ ဘာြဖစ်လလဲ
ိ� ့ ဆေ
�ိ တာ့ ေမာငရ
့် ဲရင်
် ားရ
့ ေသွးကိ� မမဦးလွယထ

တာသိလက
ိ� ရ
် လိပါပဲ
�့ ။"
" ကိယ
� ယ
် ရ
� မယ့ေ
် ယာက်ျားတေယာက်ကိ� အလံြဖ�ြပ�ပီး ဒ�းေထာက်ဝန်မခံ�င
ိ� သ
် လိ၊� ကိယ
� တ
် ေယာက်သာသိတဲ့ အြဖစ်ကလ
ိ� ဲ
လိမ်ညာ�ပီး တဘက်သားအေပ မတရားမလ�ပ်�င
ိ� ဘ
် း� ေမာင် ။"
" ေလာကမ�ာ မိရင်း ဖရင်းထက်ေကာင်းတာ မ��ိပါဘ�း။ "
" မမဦး ရန်ကန
� က
် ထ
ိ� က
ွ ခ
် တ
ဲ့ ယ် ၊ ေကျာင်းေနဘက်သင
� ယ်ချင်းတေယာက် အက�အညီန ဲ ေတာင်
ဥက�လာမ�ာ
့
အိမ်ခန်းေလးင�ားေန�ပီး စက်ချ�ပ် အထည်ေလးလည်း�ိင
� သ
် ေလာက်ေရာင်း�ပီး မမဦးရင်ေသွးကိေ
� မွးခဲတ
့ ယ်။
ေက�းေမွးြပ�စ�ခတ
ဲ့ ယ်။ "

မမဦးခဏနားလိက
� သ
် ည်။
�ကားေနရေသာ စကားေတွေ�ကာင ့် ေဒါက်တာဦးေစာေဝ ေခါင်းထဲ ချာလည်��ပ်ေထွးေနသည်။
" ေမာငသ
့် တင်းကိ� မစံစ
� မ်းေပမယ့် မမဦး�ကားတန်သေလာက်�ကားပါတယ် ၊ ေမာင်�င
ိ� င
် ခ
ံ

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any other agency, organisation, employer or company. Comments on this article
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Myanmar’s Article

" ေမာငသ
့် တင်းကိ� မစံစ
� မ်းေပမယ့် မမဦး�ကားတန်သေလာက်�ကားပါတယ် ၊ ေမာင်�င
ိ� င
် ြံ ခားမ�ာ ခွစ
ဲ ိတပ
် ါရဂ�ဘယ�
ွဲ တာ ၊
ေဆး�ံ��ကီးမ�ာ ဒ�တယ
ိ ေဆး�ံ�အ�ပ်အြဖစ် တာဝန်ယေ
� နတာ - - - "
မမဦး အသံက တိမ်ဝင်သာွ းသည်။ မျက်ရည်များလည်း ကျလာသည်။
" မမဦး ေမာငက
့် ခ
ိ� ျစ်တာက ရယ�လြိ� ခင်းမဟ�တပ
် ါဘ�း ၊ ေမာငဘ
့် ဝတငတ
့် ယ်ေကာင်းမွနေ
် နသေရွ
ဘယ်လအ
ိ� ေြခအေနမျိ�းမ�ာပဲြဖစ်ြဖစ် မမဦး��စ်သမ
ိ ်ဝ
�့
။"
့ မ်းသာေနလိရပါတယ်
" သမီးေလးမျက်�ာ� ကိ�� ကည့�် ပီး မမဦးအချစ်စိတေ
် ြဖေနလာခဲတ
့ ာပါ။"
ကျစ်ဆ�ံ မီးေလး ပ�ခးံ� ��စ်ဖက်ချမျက်လးံ� အြပ�းသား��င ့် နားေထာင်ေနေသာ ကေလးက
ထစ်ထစ်ေငါေငါ
့် ကားြဖတ်ေမးသည်။
့ ��့ ငစ
" ေမေမ ေမေမေြပာတဲပ
့ ံြ� ပင်ထက
ဲ သမီးေဖေဖဆိတ
� ာ---"
ေဒါက်တာေစာေဝ ကိယ
� တ
် င
ိ� သ
် တိမြပ�မိဘဲ မိနး် ကေလးထံေရာက်သာွ း�ပီး ဆွထ
ဲ က
� ာဖက်ထားလိက
� သ
် ည်။
အသံမထွကေ
် အာင် �ကိတ�
် � ိက�် ပီး သိမ်သ
ိ ်ခ
ိ� ိသည်။ စီးပါေစ မျက်ရည်ရယ် - - ့ မ
့ ါေ◌အာင်ငမ
မမဦး လ�မ်းေြပာသည် ။
" ေမာငသ
့် မီးဟ�တရ
် ဲလား
- Mask ခ�တ်�ကည့ပ
် ါအံ�း။ "
့
ေဒါက်တာေစာေဝ ကေလးရဲ Mask
ကိခ
� ာွ လိက
� သ
် ည်။
့
ဆယ့ေ
် လး ငါး��စ် ပျိ�ြမစ်သနစ
် ့ င်အလ�တိ� အစွ
မ်းက�နပ
် င
ွ ေ
့် ဝဖိ� ဖ�
� နသည့် မျက်�ာ� ေလး ၊ ပါးချိ�ငေ
့် လး��စ်ဖက်�င
� ့် ငိမ
� လိ�
့
့ းငံေ
ရယ်မလိြ� ဖစ်ေနေသာ မျက်�ာ� ေလး။
" သမီး နာမည် - - - "
" ေစာေဝဦးပါ��င ့် "
ေဒါက်တာဦးေစာေဝ ရယ်လက
ိ� သ
် ည်။ မျက်ရည်များ��င�့် ကည်�း� စွာ ရယ်လက
ိ� သ
် ည်။
" ဪ ေစာေဝဦးတဲလ
့ ား "
ေဖေဖေစာေဝရဲ ပါးချိ
�င�
့် စ
� ်ဖက်က သမီးေလးဆီေရာက်သာွ း�ပီကးိ�
့
ေဒါက်တာဦးေစာေဝ သမီး��ငမ
့် မဦးကိ� သိမ်း�ကံ�းဖက်လက
ိ� သ
် ည်။
လ�နာအတွက် အသံး� အေဆာင်ပစ�ညး် များထည့ေ
် ပးထားေသာ ေကာ်ပံး� ေသတ�ာေပ�ကဖ�နး် က သံစ�ေလးြဖင ့်
အသိေပးေ◌ခ�လာသည်။
ေဒါက်တာဦးေစာေဝ ဖ�နး် ကိလ
� က်ခန
ံ ားေထာင်�ပီး မမဦး��ငသ
့် မီးေလး ေစာေဝဦးလက်ကိ� ဆ�ပ်ကင
ိ� ေ
် ဝ�ယမ်
့ းကာ
��တဆ
် က်သည်။
" ေမာင်ြပန်လာခဲမ
�့
"
့ ယ် ၊ အေရးေပ�အစည်းအေဝးေခ�ေနလိေနာ်
" ေနာ် - - - သမီးေလး "
စိတ�် ကည်�း� စွာ မေြပး�ံ�တမယ်ေလ�ာက်ရင်းရင်ထမ
ဲ ာ� စကားေတွေြပာလာခဲသ
့ ည်။
" ဪ �ကံ�ရတဲ့ ကိဗ
� စ်ရယ် တိင
� း် တပါးကိအ
� �ပီးထွကခ
် ာွ မယ့် ဆံး� ြဖတ်ချက်ကိ� ကနက
့် က
ွ ခ
် တ
ဲ့ ဲ့ ပါချ�ပ်ရယ်
သ�ဝဏ�ကွငး် �ကီးရယ် ယာယီေဆး�ံ�အြဖစ် ဖန်တးီ ေပးခဲတ
့ ဲ့ ဦးေဇာ်ေဇာ်ရယ် - - က�န်ေတာ့ ရင်မာ� ကဗျည်းအထပ်ထပ်တင်လက
ိ� ရ
် ပါ�ပီ ။
( ကိဗ
� စ်တက
ိ� ပ
် ဲတ
ွ င
ွ ် ပါဝင်တက
ိ� ခ
် က
ိ� သ
် အ
� ားလံး� ကိ� ဦး�ွတဂ
် ဏ
� ြ် ပ�လိက
� ရ
် ပါသည်။ )
Tv

Contributed by: Nyo Tun
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of any other agency, organisation, employer or company. Comments on this article
are the sole responsiblility of their writers and the writers will take full responsibility, liability and blame for any libel or litigation that result from something written in or as a direct result of something written in a comment
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Kodak Congratulates Longtime Partner ASEAN Network for Printers on
10-Year Milestone
As a global leader in printing, Kodak values partners like the ASEAN Network for Printers (ANP)
who push us to think smarter, innovate further and advance the industry. Since ANP held its first
conference in Jakarta 10 years ago, newspaper publishers have evolved to meet the changing
demands of today’s market. As one of the world’s largest newspaper printing associations, ANP
has provided a forum for stakeholders to discuss business challenges and new opportunities.
From plates and CTP to workflow software, Kodak optimizes productivity and profit across
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“A Universal Solution for SPH Mailroom Control System”
Richmatt Solutions Sdn Bhd in partnership with UniMail Systems AB has designed a perfect retrofit solution
for Singapore Press Holdings Ltd (SPH) by replacing their obsolete hardware & software and make way for
an affordable Mailroom Control System. SPH has successfully transformed a 20-years-old mailroom into top
shape with UniMail Production Control System. The focal point is, UniMail open system allows the extensive
of a mailroom with components from well-known manufacturers globally.

COPY RELEASE CONTROL
Retrofit Copy Release
Control
with
extra
features such as touch
screen
support,
local
production without Line
Control Computer (LCC),
and easier parameter
adjustment etc.

GRIPPER CHAIN CONTROL
Retrofit Gripper Chain
Control for pickup stations
with new motor and
drivers.

MERGER UNIT
Retrofit Merger Unit, with
additional features such as
power saving, sleep mode,
and slow start etc.

PRINTER CONTROL
Printer control for both
laser
and
thermal
printers. Support Kyocera,
Printronix, Microplex, etc.

Total Control in a Mixed Platform Environment
Goh Yew Soong, the Vice President of Singapore
Press Holdings Ltd, has long searched for a universal
mailroom control system. He finally found a compatible
solution to integrate the existing Mailroom System.
Using standard commercial and comparatively
inexpensive hardware and software, UniMail has
offered a simple, yet efficient solution for the planning
and control of the Mailroom Production.
Goh has visited UniMail installation sites in Sweden and was further
convinced with the capability of the system in life production. The
visit has proven the compatibility of UniMail system integration with
varieties of mailroom system and equipment. The reference could not
have been better; he has been shown what the system could do in a
very heterogeneous mailroom system with components from all major
manufacturers. The decision was easy, the UniMail 4.0-solution was
installed and currently in operation.
Major reason for opting for the UniMail solution was to replace the
obsolete electronics & software in the existing Mailroom with state-ofthe art universal control solution at a reasonable cost.

PRODUCTION OVERVIEW

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Automation Control | Software Development | Industry Systems and Solutions
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ABB
ABP
Accel Graphic System
AGFA (ASEAN) SDN BHD
Aksara Grafika Pratama
Analisa Daily
Ancom Berhad (Malay Mail)
Angel Fiza Co., Ltd
Army Printing
Asia Times
Ba Dinh Printing Co
Baldwin Technology
Best Colour Co. Ltd
Bottcher
Brunei Press
Can Tho General Printing JSC.
CAS Paper Mill Co. Ltd
China Press
Chinese Commercial News, Philippines
Chulalongkorn University
Cyber Print Group
Daily News (Thailand)
DIC
DS Chemport, Malaysia
EAE
Eastern Printing PCL.
Eleven Media Group Co. Ltd
FERAG
Flint Group
Focus Corporation
Fujifilm
Fujito Pte Ltd
GI Australasia
Goss Graphic System (China) Co. Ltd.

Partners & Delegates

Goss International Pte. Ltd, Singapore
Great Ayeyarwoon Printing Co., Ltd
Gxpress
Harland Simon
Hewlett-Packard
HP PPS Asia Pacific Ptd Ltd
Intensive Engineering Sdn Bhd
Itaxa Printing Co.Ltd
KBA Koenig & Bauer AG (Asia Pacific)
Khan Quang Do Printing House
Kian Heng Mechanical Engg
Kim Printing Cylinder Services
Kodak
Kovi Co
Krause Biagosch Gmbh
Kwang Myung Ink Co Ltd
Kwong Wah Yit Poh
Lanxang Media Printing
Lao Printing Association
Le Quang Loc Printing Co.Ltd
Linkfert Engineering Sdn Bhd
Machine House, Delhi
Malaysian Newsprint Industries Sdn Bhd
Manroland Goss
Matichon Public Co.,Ltd
Mosca Asia
Muller Martini
Myanmar Print and Pack Co., Ltd
Myanmar Printers and Publishers Association
Myanmar Times
Naewnah Newspaper Co., Ltd.
NELA Breuder Neumeister GmbH
New Proimage Ltd
Newspaper Pasaxon Printing.
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Nhan Dan Printing Co.Ltd
Nitto Europe NV
NLC Press Equipment
Noumlao Printing Co
NSTP, Malaysia
Pasaxon Printing House
Philippines Star
Pilipino Star Printing Co. Inc
Post Media Co, Ltd
Post Publishing PCL
Prime UV
Print Group Co., Ltd
Print Town (FEP Printing Corp)
PROIMAGE
ProtecMedia
PT Cemani Toka
PT Gramedia, Indonesia
PT Surya Mas Abadi Makmur
PT Temprina Jawapos, Indonesia
PT. Aspex Kumbong
PT. Sakata
Q.I. Press Controls
Quadtech Inc.
Rajamangala University of Technology Thanyaburi
Richmatt Solutions Sdn Bhd
Savangprinting
Scitech Printing JSC
SGGP Printing Co.Ltd
Shinsei Pulp & Co.,Ltd
Schur Wamac
Shwe Naing Ngan Print Media
Siam Sport Syndicate Public Co., Ltd
Siam University
Siamrath Co., Ltd.
Singapore Press Holdings

Si-Phaya Publishing
SJ Echo
Star Media Group (M) Bhd
State publishing & book distribution House
STH Wire Industry (M) Sdn. Bhd
Success International
Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University
Swesone Media Group
Technotrans Technologies Pte Ltd
Tecpress Service Ltd., Part
Temprina Jawapos, Indonesia
Thai Printing Association
Than Hteik Yadana Press
Thanh Nien Printing House
The Army 2 Printing Co.Ltd
The Newspaper Works
The Sun Daily
Times Printers, Singapore
TOYO Ink Group
Toyochem
Tuoitre Printing House, Vietnam
Twinstar Synergy
UBP Printing Sdn. Bhd
Ultimate Print
UniMail System AB
United Shwe Naing Ngan Print
Unity Media Malaysia Berhad
Utusan Melayu, Malaysia
Vacharaphol Co.,Ltd, Thairath Newspaper
Virtus Media Pte Ltd
WAN IFRA
WHC
WPS (Thailand) Ltd.
WRH Global Asia Pte. Ltd
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Partners & Members

Malaysian Newsprint Industries Sdn Bhd’s logo

Ultimate Print Sdn Bhd 62208-H

Lot 2, Jln Sepana 15/3, Off Persiaran Selangor,
Seksyen 15, 40200 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
Off: 03 - 5101 3888 Fax: 03 - 5101 3608
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Market Place

Used Warehouse Equipment/
Machinery For Sale
All price are negotiable.
Don’t miss this great chance.
Contact us NOW !!!
Model: WP2020
Model: WP2320

Crown lifter for sale
Linde Forklift
Model: H40D

Contact: Mr.Ibrahim
Email: ibrahim@sph.com.sg
Tel: +65 6319 6660

Fork Lift (Diesel)

Generators
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Transformers

Chillers

Contact: Mr.Jeyakumar
Email: jkumar@sph.com.sg
Tel: +65 6319 6760

Past & Present Chairman of ANP

2020 - Present
Nguyen Thanh Son
Vietnam

2015 - 2016
Andy Budiman
Indonesia

2010 - 2012
Anthony Cheng
Singapore

2017 - 2019
Goh Yew Soong
Singapore

2013 - 2014
Mohd Hassan Mohd Ali
Malaysia

